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Background
• In the last decades the number of freely/easily available information
relating to the biological data of “drug like” molecules is consistently
increased. In the past, the majority of published small-molecule bioactivity
data were exclusively available via commercial products (SciFinder,
CrossFire, AureusScience, ...).
– Small companies, and academic institutions can now extend the scope
of knowledge based drug discovery thanks to these initiatives
•
•
•
•
•

ChEMBL
DrugBank
BindingDB
PubChem
ChemSpider

• Like in the case of ChEMBL, the core data are manually extracted from the
full text of peer-reviewed scientific publications in a variety of journals, such
as Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, Bioorganic Medicinal Chemistry Letters
and Journal of Natural Products.
• For patents there is now the possibility to search +20M structures using the
SureChem Open application
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Chemaxon Document 2 Structure
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Case study
• Orexin1 Orexin2 antagonists recent patents (23, 4 in Japanese*)
–

WO2013182972A, US2012165331, WO2013139730, WO2013127913A1, WO2013119639, WO2013092893A1,
WO13092893, WO2013068935, WO2010048012, WO2010048016A, WO2008147518A1, WO2010048013A1,
WO2004026866A1, WO2013050938, WO2013059163, WO2013062858, WO2013062857, WO2013059222,
WO2011006960A1, WO2012039371A1*, WO2012081692A1*, WO2012153729A1*, WO2013123240A1*

• Structure extraction made using Chemaxon molconvert (6.2.1) and Igor
Filippov OSRA (2.0.0) all running on a IBM X3950 Linux (RH) server
– molconvert mrv patent.pdf –o patent.mrv

• Initial raw “structures” where ~30k (not uniques check)
–

Using a simple MW<600, NumHeavy > 6, ClogP= “exist” gives ~13k cps (not uniq check)

* Japanese Patents were translated in English using the Google patents translation capabilities
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Removing not relevant structures…
• Automatic structure extraction from a batch of documents (patents) lead to
a number of structures that are not relevant and/or some artifacts…
• Running Markush based Sub Structure Searches (SSS) based on each patent
would be accurate but very time consuming
– We would like to have in place a sustainable “unsupervised” process to
repeat for each target of interest.

• However simple filters can be effectively used
– A) Remove “artifacts” with MW= 0
• A typical artifacts would be the word “halogen” , “alkyl”, “aryl”, … usually those have
MW= 0 and can be easily removed (~3k entries)

– B) Remove molecules containing atoms “either than” {C,N,O,P,S,F,Cl,Br,I}
• [!$([#6,#7,#8,#15,#16,#9,#17,#35,#53])] either = 1 (~6k entries)

– C) Remove molecules that does not contain any carbon atom
•

[$[(#6)] Carbon = 0 [~12k entries]

• Combining A or B or C results in 18k entries removed from the initial list
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[Log]

Removing not relevant structures…

Color coded by Molecular
Complexity as defined
by number of “unique”
linear fragments ( 1 to 7
atoms in length) of each
molecule*
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Removing not relevant structures…
• The following cut-offs were added:
– Fragments for each molecule >= 130
• This filters helps in removing lower complexity symmetric reagents

– Num Heavy >= 22
– NumDuplicates <= 3

• This leaved us with ~1200 “unique” structures (1878 non
unique structures from the patents…)
• At this point we were left with some questions…
– Did we get/kept all the relevant structure from all patents?
– What is the level of recognition/conversion at each
document level?
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Retrospective analysis

All the initial patents
(23) were represented
at the end of the
analysis. There is a big
variability in the
number of structures
extracted from each
patent, this led us in
having a more
detailed analysis at
single patent level.

The figure represent the number of structures originating from
each patent that reached the end of the conversion and filtering process

Some examples of recognized and unrecognized
structures from the same patent (WO2004026866A1)

This structure was
not recognized

This seems to be more an OCR issue than a
text2structure one…

This structure was
recognized and
converted
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From D2S to “PatentInformatics”
Patents 2D

Stereocentre expansion
Pka Fix
ConfAnalysis

Patents 3D
This is a very simple patent mining platform were 3D structures derived
from the Orexin patents example have been annotated with various
descriptors including the RMS fit with the OX1 and OX2 pharmacophores.

Pharmacophore
screening

Shape
Similarity

Flipper, fixPka, Omega2 and ROCS (from OpenEye Software were used to
prepare, and generate 3D conformations as well to perform Shape
Similarities). MOE was used for the ph4 analysis and screening
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Pseudo automatic Patents Data Extraction example:
Structure and IC50 extraction (355 datapoints)
reported in patent WO2013050938A1

The following example highlight some
useful application of data extraction from
patents. In this case D2S is needed but not
sufficient as combination of pdf OCR and
Perl scripting/parsing was needed
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The Overall Process
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Conclusions
PROS
• Chemaxon Documents 2 Structure and Filippov’s OSRA combined with an
appropriate post processing workflow can effectively increase the knowledge on
a particular target of interest.
– Sometime this could touch areas not covered from commercially available
databases (particular papers, patents, papers in different languages)

• The overall process allow to “curate” the level of information extraction
– Structures “active” on a specific target (higher automation)
– Structures and associated curve data (lower automation)

• Need to have in place an effective post processing, in this case large amount of
patents can be mined.
• High level of automation can be achieved
CONS
• The process presented here it is still far from being perfect
– great variability from patent to patent

• Extracting biological data and associate them to structures can still take some
time (not fully automated)
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